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Abstract. We present an algorithm capable of making in real time im-
age mosaics with enlarged field-of-view from the endoscopic video data
stream. The algorithm is based on the method of Kourogi et al. (1999)
which we extend to the case of endoscopic masks. The algorithm auto-
matically finds the optimal affine transform between video frames and
builds the enlarged field-of-view as an intervention-free side task. We ap-
ply our algorithm to endoscopic video sequences and compare it to the
well-known image-mosaicing algorithm of Szeliski (1994). Our method
turns out to be more robust, more than 3 times faster, having at the
same time a 4 times smaller average motion estimation error: 0.19 pixel
instead of 0.72 pixel between successive frames.

1 Introduction

In endoscopic interventions the surgeon has often to deal with a rather lim-
ited field of view which can cause navigational difficulties. It would be therefore
desirable to have a tool which combines automatically many endoscopic video
frames to a larger, metrically accurate field-of-view (’panoramic overview’). To
our knowledge such an endeavour has not been undertaken so far, with the excep-
tion of a very recent (Oct’06) paper [1] which was brought to our attention after
submitting this paper. They show interesting results obtained independently on
endoscopic retinal images. Our approach is similar, using and evaluating a new
method based on optical flow.

Many algorithms on image mosaicing are known, however only relatively few
of them can work fully automatic, e.g. [2, 3, 1, 4] and under real-time conditions
[2, 1, 4]. Except for [1] they have not yet been applied to endoscopic video. On
the other hand, interesting work on combining and improving endoscopic images
exist: Wald et al. [5] combine two endoscopic frames using manual control points
and show how the image quality can be improved by using a smoothing cross
dissolve technique. Vogt et al. [6] show how to reduce colour errors and mark
specular lights in endoscopic images. This is an important prerequisite for image
mosaics.
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Fig. 1. The main idea of Kourogi’s algorithm shown for the 1D-case

2 Methods

The goal of Kourogi’s algorithm [2] is to estimate the motion field between
successive frames I(t − 1) and I(t) of a video sequence. This is done with an
improved optical flow algorithm which calculates at each pixel (x, y) the so-called
pseudo motion
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where Ix and Iy denote the spatial gradient and (uc, vc) is the so-called com-
pensated motion at this pixel location. If we set (uc, vc) = 0 then I

(c)
t becomes

the time derivative It and we have the usual pseudo motion equation, which is
however known to be non-robust and bound to fail at discontinuities or non-
linearities in grey level distribution (Fig. 1). Due to the shown discontinuity the
estimate −It/Ix will be larger than the true motion u. If, on the other hand, uc

is an estimate for the true motion, it is likely that we avoid the discontinuity and
get with −I

(c)
t /Ix + uc a good estimate for u. Note that I

(c)
t has to be calculated

with subpixel accuracy.
Our algorithm proceeds now as follows: First the compensated motion is

initialized either with zero or with an estimate from the previous frame. Then
the following steps are carried out in a loop:

1. Calculate the pseudo motion for each pixel of the endoscopic mask.
2. Accept only those pixel which fulfil the following criteria:

(a) Ix and Iy are not 0,
(b) (x + up, y + vp) is inside the endoscopic mask, and
(c) |I(x + up, y + vp, t − I(x, y, t − 1)| < T . Here, T is a suitable grey level

threshold, e.g. T = 5.
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3. Find the affine parameters a = {a1, . . . , a6} for a global motion field best-
fitting the pseudo motion at all accepted pixel locations i, i.e. solve the
overdetermined system of equations

a1xi + a2yi + a3 = up,i and a4xi + a5yi + a6 = vp,i (1)

in a least-square sense. Use the motion field given by a as a new estimate
for (uc, vc) and continue with step (1.).

The loop is terminated either after a fixed number of iterations or when the
change in the global motion field drops below a certain threshold.

Some care has to be taken when setting up the masks: In order to avoid
large errors at the mask boundary, the gradient calculation with a [-1 0 1] filter
is allowed only at those pixels which come from a smaller region, namely the
morphological erosion of the mask with a 3x3 cross. Likewise the bilinear inter-
polation can only be done at pixels from a region being an erosion with a 2x2
square of the original mask.

After a frame is registered, the ’new’ portion of it is added to the image mosaic
using bilinear interpolation. This can be done rather fast since each frame adds
only a small new region to the existing mosaic. Currently no special blending
occurs but a blending strategy as reported in [5] can be easily incorporated.

3 Results

We tested our algorithm on short endoscopic video sequences. In this first step
the goal was to measure its accuracy and to compare its performance with an-
other well-known image mosaicing algorithm [3] applied to the same task. We
created a short endoscopic video sequence (30 frames) where each frame is con-
nected to the next by a known affine transform, for example translations up
to 10 pixel, size changes up to 8% and combinations thereof. These transforms
correspond to simple camera movements. The motion field differs from frame to
frame. Figs. 2a and 2c show 4 frames out of these sequences.

We tested two algorithms: The first one is our method described in Sec. 2,
based on Kourogi’s algorithm [2] with acceptance threshold T = 5. The second
one is based on the well known Szeliski image mosaicing algorithm [3]. Both
algorithms work fully automated on video sequences, i.e. they had no other in-
formation than the sequence itself (no start parameters). The resulting image
mosaic (panoramic view) gives the surgeon a much better overview than the sin-
gle frames. It is free of mosaicing artefacts and close to the original base image
in Kourogi’s case (Fig. 2b and 2d). In the case of Szeliski’s algorithm (not shown
here) it has clear artefacts and errors in aspect ratio estimation.

In Fig. 3, we compare the frame-to-frame accuracy, measured as the mean
motion error ∆u (in pixel) between the true and the estimated motion field.
Kourogi’s method has much lower error and we do not have any outliers in
the frame sequence. Szeliski’s method has outliers (e.g. frames #1-4). This is
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Fig. 2. Results: (a) 4 out of 30 frames from a facial video sequence, (b) image mosaic
resulting with Kourogi’s algorithm, (c) and (d) the same for the neuroendoscopic video
sequence

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Accuracy of Szeliski’s and Kourogi’s algorithm: (a) facial video, (b) neuroen-
doscopic video
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important because a single outlier will make all subsequent frames in the image
mosaic wrong w.r.t. the frames before.

While having a 4 times better accuracy, the method of Kourogi is at the same
time faster by a factor of 3 (Tab. 1). The computation time of 4.3 sec/frame is
obviously not yet real time. But this is only due to the fact, that our current
implementation is a first development step with slow Matlab code. We plan to
rebuild the system in C or C++ and have no doubt that we can reach with
today’s standard PCs a performance of at least 10 fps as Kourogi [2] reported it
8 years ago.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

We have shown how to build image mosaics from endoscopic video sequences. Of
course our work is only a very first step towards an integrated system for real-
time endoscopic image mosaicing. Nevertheless this first step is promising, since
the algorithm turns out to be robust, does not need any manual intervention or
starting values, is faster and at the same time more accurate than comparable
algorithms.
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Table 1. Comparison of main features of both image mosaicing algorithms

computation time avg. frame-to-frame outlier frames
accuracy < ∆u > (< ∆u > > 1 pixel)

Szeliski 15.5 sec/frame 0.72 pixel 4
Kourogi 4.3 sec/frame 0.19 pixel 0
improvement factor 3 factor 4

We believe that the crucial feature of Kourogi’s method is the pixel test in
step (2.), which allows to base any estimate only on those pixels where the in-
formation seems reliable. This flexibility of the proposed algorithm has a further
advantage when dealing with specular lights: If a system along the lines of [6]
detects specular lights, these can be easily accounted for by marking them as
’non-acceptable’ pixels during the registration process.

There are many directions we plan to investigate in the near future: The
class of transforms should be extended from affine to projective to account for
more general camera movements. The distorsion of an endoscope lens system
has to be taken into account. We know from our previous work [7] how to cali-
brate an endoscope camera system and therefore believe that this step is quite
straightforward. Changes in lighting should be accounted for: Global contrast
and brightness will vary slowly from frame to frame, but specular lights can
vary quite rapidly. We plan to port the system to a real-time environment and
test it with real endoscope sequences, leading finally into the integration in our
VN system [8]. Different strategies for combining videos to image mosaics will
be explored and will be tested with respect to their ergonomic requirements by
surgeons working in daily routine with endoscopic images.
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